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t~e real work is done through parachurch organizations" (p. 3). Wall strongly
~Isagrees: ~hurch growth does not naturally occur simultaneously with converSIOn. AddItIons to the universal body of Christ is not the equivalent to church
gro~h. P~rachurch success often fails to transfer to local church growth. This
reVIewer IS aware of a parachurch campus minister in New England who
opposes the planting of an evangelical church in his town. He does not see the
need although there is only one evangelical church in the area to serve 132,000
people.
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Wall's final contribution to the philosophical and theological discussion in
the church growth/planting arena is his definition of "church." In the day of
cell-groups, affinity based ministries, home churches, and para church activities,
one must have parameters for identifying a church. Wall defines the church as "a
group of professing believers who have publicly identified themselves by
baptism as disciples of Christ and who intend to carry out the functions of a
local church." He then mentions four functions of a church: to meet regularly, to
be organized under spiritual leadership, to carry out the basic assembly functions
of worship, prayer, teaching, fellowship, caring for the needy and evangelism, to
administer baptism and the Lord's Supper (p. 17). One area lacking in Wall's
th~~lo~ of the local church is church discipline. Covenant community accountabIlIty IS a crucial aspect of the local church. It is sorely lacking in many churches
today, and it is unfortunately overlooked in this text.
Getz opens his chapters with an examination of the biblical, historical,
and cultural principles for church planting and growth. He states, " A correctly
worded biblical principle ... can be applied anywhere in the world, no matter
what the societal conditions" (p. 24) Getz rightly points out that functions (i.e.,
~eaching) are mentioned in Scriptures, but that the methods, or forms, are left
mcomplete (p. 25). Too many church planters are enamoured with forms, whether
they are called "Purpose Driven," "Gen-X," "house churches," or "Traditional."
G~tz ~ptly points out the transitory nature of forms and the timelessness of
prmcipies. Striving to be "cutting edge" can often end up with church leaders
chasing one fad after another. It can also narrow the target group to a fragment
of the population rendering church growth improbable.
In chapter 3 Getz uses faith, hope, and love as the means to evaluate
church growth. These criteria reoccur throughout Paul's epistles. Getz ends this
section by stating, ''As seen in Paul's letters to the Thessalonians, Colossians,
Ephesians, and Corinthians, God measures the spiritual maturity of the local
church by the degree of faith, hope, and love expressed and reflected by its
~embers" (p. 42). Church discipline is absent from Getz's discussion of church
life in chapter 3. He consolidates Elmer Towns' six worship styles into three
typical church structures. He then gives a concise treatment of the structures
with the strengths and weaknesses of each. Getz contends that God's plan for the
local church includes a balance of the three structures, thereby producing maturity.
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As a Southern Baptist, I find myself in agreement with Getz and Wall throughout
the text, with the exception of chapter 7, "God's Plan for Church Leadership."
Getz understands the position of elder as supracultural (p. 88). However, he
notes that elders appeared in churches consisting of primarily Jewish believers,
while the overseer was used for leaders of primarily Gentile converts (p. 84). He
does not explain the synagogue's leadership that apparently influenced the early
church. Given the above, Getz's claim for elder leadership does not seem
warranted.
Chapter 8 contains another one of the few weak points of the text. Under
"Need-Oriented Evangelism" Wall accepts C. Peter Wagner's view of the "gift of
~vangelism." Th~ view includes the premise that only about ten percent of Chris~Ia~s have the ~. Wa~ states, "The congregation at large is not pressured to
~mltate ~hose Wit? the gift of evangelism" (p. 105). The remainder of the church
IS to be mvolved m servant evangelism and other service ministries. Wall weakly
states, "This process implies that all church members should be trained to
commu~icate the gospel clearly" (p. 105). Every Christian is commanded to
evangelIze. To make evangelism the domain of a select few is to silence the
church and cripple the Great Commission. This mentality is too pervasive without the further encouragement of this text.
The final chapter, "Church Growth by Multiplication," is Wall's finest. He
clearly demo~strates the nee~ for a church planting movement. Megachurches
have a defimte role to play m evangelizing the world, but they cannot do it
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John Maxwell has written approximately twenty-two books concerning
leadership or significant aspects of leadership throughout the last decade. ~o~h
his books and ministries, John Maxwell has attempted to help people maxImIze
their personal and leadership potential. In the introduction of 1he Twenty-~
Most Powerful Minutes in a Leader's Day, John Maxwell gives the purp?se of his
book as "a leadership development tool." He also gives the foundatIon from
which his principles came. "Every leadership lesson I've. ev~r taught has be~n
based on scriptural principles." Maxwell says, "I'm brIn~ng ~~e leadership
contained in the Bible to the forefront." Thus, this review will CrItIcally analyze
this work to determine if John Maxwell has accomplished his purposes. This
review will focus on a couple of positive aspects of this book, and a few negati~e
aspects of the book after summarizing the format of the book. In the end, this
review will conclude that John Maxwell does not achieve his purpose because he
applies his principles to Scripture instead of applying scriptural principles to
leadership.
.
.
Maxwell designed this book as a twenty-one-week study III le~dershIp,
The principles discussed are taken directly from another of Maxwell s books,
Twenty-One Irrefutable Laws of Leadership. He gives five days' worth o~ material for each week. The first four days discuss one of the laws ?f leader~hi~, and
the fifth day helps to bring it all together by focusing on practIcal application of
the law discussed for the week.
The best feature of this book is the teaching on David. The book focuses
on David in chapters 1 and 11. Maxwell has also publis~ed a tape en~tled "Gia~t
Killers" which discusses David. Throughout this teachmg, he remaIllS exegetIcal, brings out solid principles from Scripture, and then applies them to leadership. This reviewer recommends Maxwell's teach~ng on ~avid to any?ne ..
Another positive aspect of this book rests III the Influence which It may
have on the secular world. John Maxwell has developed a following from potential
leaders in Christian vocations as well as leaders in secular vocations. The book
contains the potential to move some secular leaders closer to understanding the
wisdom of the Bible. Maxwell does not express the gospel as clearly as he could
have, however.
Perhaps the worst aspect in this book is Maxwell's use of Scripture: This
reviewer expected to read an expository exegesis of the Word of God .applied to
leadership. What he found, however, was twenty-one laws of leadershIp taken to
the Bible in an attempt to find support. To be fair, none of Maxwell's laws of
leadership is heretical or detrimental. This revie~er ju~t wishes he ,,:o~ld draw
all of his twenty-one laws of leadership out of Scnpture Illstead of denvIllg pragmatic laws and then attempting to use the Bible as a prooftext. Perhaps Maxwell
~ould do more exegetical studies as he did with ~avid. Bec~use s.... ch an ~ccusa
tIon should not be made without supporting eVIdence, thIS reVIewer will now
offer a few examples.
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